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In this month’s bulletin, we look at the Court of Appeal Judgment 
in the above case, impacting the operation of policy limits within 
professional indemnity policies and specifically the issue of 
aggregation.

Full details of the case itself and the judgment can be found online 
but first, for context, professional indemnity covers can be written 
(for many professions, though not Solicitors) on either an any 
one claim or aggregate limit basis. An any one claim limit will see 
that limit applied to every separate claim throughout that policy 
period. For example, two separate matters could each indemnify 
the Insured for the full policy limit as covered by the policy. 
Alternatively, an aggregate limit acts across all claims in that policy 
period. Once the limit has been paid out by insurers, within that 
policy period, then no further cover would be provided under that 
policy.

Difficulties can arise in differentiating what exactly is a separate 
claim, and what may have been caused by one act or omission 
leading to a loss. If deemed as the same incident, this can mean a 
significant difference in the maximum amount payable under the 
policy by Insurers.

Per the SRA minimum terms, the limit of indemnity is on an any 
one claim basis. There is, however, provision for aggregation, i.e. 
the policy will state:-

“All Claims against any one or more Insured arising from:

1. one act or omission;
2. one series of related acts or omissions;
3. the same act or omission in a series of related matters or 

transactions;
4. similar acts or omissions in a series of related matters or 

transactions;

Will be regarded as one Claim”

In the case of “Baines v Dixon Coles & Gill”, the two claims made 
against the firm concerned acts of theft of client money by a 
former partner. Insurers sought to aggregate the claim per the 
above clause, and hence a lower payment to be made under the 
policy.

The court had to consider whether the claims were a result of 
a series of unrelated acts or omissions, and could be treated 
as separate claims, or was this one claim on its own. From the 
Insurer’s point of view, all the acts of theft formed part of one 
series of alleged dishonesty from the partner taken over a number 
of years. The courts however took the decision that these were 
separate incidents, despite being committed by the same partner.

In August, it was concluded at the Court of Appeal that in this 
case, there was no clear evidence to suggest that the cause of 
each claim was the same. They were found to be separate acts 
of dishonesty and as such insurers were ordered to pay out up 
to the full limit on each separate act, rather than the total being 
aggregated.

In summary, this case has seen the decision go against the Insurer. 
Any similar disputes will of course be determined on the specifics 
of the case we hope this bulletin does highlight the issue.

Whilst the SRA do require certain minimum PI policy limits be 
held, we would take this opportunity to ask that you consider 
whether the limit you do buy is sufficient and what a ‘worst-case’ 
scenario might look like for your practice. Terms for higher limits 
can be provided where required.
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